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Nightstick Infuses Dual-Light™ Tech with Hands-Free Benefit

New XPR-5542GMX Intrinsically Safe Rechargeable Flashlight includes unfocused
floodlight and integrated magnet.
Check out the VIDEO!
Nightstick has announced their new rechargeable model XPR-5542GMX Intrinsically Safe (IS)
Dual-Light Flashlight for Class I, Div 1, Zone 0 hazardous locations. This dual-LED flashlight is
cULus, ATEX and IECEx listed intrinsically safe and is AC/DC rechargeable. Additional features
include a sharp, tight flashlight beam for distance and an unfocused floodlight LED for lighting
items up-close.
These highly desirable safety benefits come with impressive PLATO/ANSI ratings. The XPR5542GMX LED flashlight emits 400 lumens (on high) with an impressive 705-foot rated beam for
10.5 hours. Out of the downward facing floodlight, you get an impressive 225 lumens. As with
all of Nightstick’s industry-changing dual-light products, you can activate the flashlight and
floodlight simultaneously in dual-light mode. Dual-Light mode places one unfocused floodlight
beam at your feet for safety and a second sharp LED beam directly in front of you for focused
distance illumination.
“As the originator of dual-light technology over ten years ago, we are very proud to continually
expand our line of safety-focused rechargeable technology into Class I, Division 1, Zone 0
hazardous locations,” says Russell Hoppe, Marketing Manager for Nightstick. “Making an IS light
that is rechargeable and combining that with up to 400 lumens are two major
accomplishments. However, the trifecta benefit is making the XPR-5542GMX hands-free
because the addition of a rare-earth magnet onto the tail-cap literally changes the way we
interact with light."
Using the magnet to connect the light to a metal surface will increase safety while providing
additional convenience. That’s the triple-benefit – the safety of dual-light functionality, the
convenience to go hands-free with a magnet and the ability to easily recharge when necessary.
The XPR-5542GMX features a polymer housing with dual-body switches. It is ANSI rated IP-67
dustproof and waterproof and comes with a wall/vehicle mountable charger, AC/DC power

supplies and a rechargeable lithium-ion battery. The 5542GMX is backed by a limited lifetime
warranty. To learn more, please visit www.nightstick.com.
About NIGHTSTICK®
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Nightstick is a global brand of professional lighting
products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to exceed
industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. Nightstick’s vast line-up of LED
lighting products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an unwavering
commitment to product quality and exceptional customer service, Nightstick – Life Depends on LightTM.
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